STAT-1 is activated by IL-4 and IL-13 in multiple cell types.
While interleukin-4 (IL-4) and interleukin-13 (IL-13) can utilize a common receptor, composed of IL-4Ralpha and IL-13Ralpha1, IL-4 can also signal through a receptor with IL-4Ralpha and the common gamma chain (gammaC) as its subunits. IL-4 and IL-13 have been reported to elicit similar biological effects in a number of settings, including stimulating Ig isotype switching to IgE and inducing chemokines and cytokines in a variety of cell types whereas, depending on the receptor expression on responder cells, differential effects such as induction of type II helper T cell differentiation by IL-4 but not by IL-13 are also well documented. Recent data suggest distinct roles for these two cytokines in the 'in vivo' pathology of airway inflammatory diseases such as asthma. In this study, we examined the possibility of differential signaling by IL-4 and IL-13 on cells of the airway, by comparing expression of receptor chains and activation of different Signal Transducer and Activator of Transcription (STAT) family members. Five primary cultured cell lines representing four non-immune human lung tissue cell types (smooth muscle, epithelium, endothelium, and fibroblast) were utilized. While we readily detected expression of IL-4 Ralpha and IL-13Ralpha1 in all five cell lines, gammaC was not detectable in any of these cell lines. Consistent with previous reports, we detected STAT-6 activation in all five airway tissue cell lines examined in response to both cytokines. In addition, we also consistently detected STAT-1 activation in all of these cells. This observation was extended to include lymphoid as well as myeloid cells that express also gammaC chain. In conclusion, while the study found no differences in STAT activation in response to the two cytokines, the data show that in addition to STAT-6 activation, STAT-1 activation is also a part of the integral signaling pathways utilized by IL-4 and IL-13.